Washworx Express Carwash
The final step in the cleaning process is the drying. In an effort
to maximize drying potential as well as limit the blower's
turbulence throughout the rest of the tunnel a “drying
room” was incorporated into the wash bay. At the entrance
of the drying room a single SONNY'S Wet Environment
Blower initiates water shed followed by eight 15 HP blowers.
Lastly a set of Blower Bags strips the remaining water from
the surface finalizing the wash process.
Many space saving opportunities were incorporated
into the construction of the building most considerably
the equipment platform in the equipment rooms. The
equipment platform houses the larger support equipment
for the wash.
The three high efficiency Lochinvar floor heat boilers feed
The Equipment Room
thirteen independent, self-monitored floor heat zones with
a combined circulation of over a mile.
In addition to the production efficiency of these boilers a remote monitoring innovation was also incorporated into
the system. Remote access to the operating system of the units allows for off site, real time monitoring and adjustment
capabilities.
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The chemical mixing and delivery system is divided into four sections. The first section, an HFI Aqua Lab panel, mixes
and delivers each of the primary cleaning applications. The purpose of using this system vs. others was due to the “quick
change” ability of this unit. Cleaning applications can be enhanced quickly and effectively using the aqua labs many
adaptable features. Whether it be increasing strength, adding a new scent or celebrating St. Patrick's day with green foam,
adding or “building”products can be done quick and easily. Triple foam and tire cleaner mixing is done through traditional
Hydrominders and delivered by Procon centrifugal pumps for an immediate, consistent display of bright colors.
Brush lubricants are mixed and delivered
through Dosatron Proportional Chemical
Injectors. Dosatron was chosen for its simplicity,
consistency and proven dependability.

Twenty-One Vacuums and Mat Cleaner

After exiting the wash bay customers are
treated to the option of free vacuums as well
as the convenience of a self operated free mat
cleaner. Twenty-one vacuum stalls, powered
by two SONNY'S High Altitude Producers
add an attractive appeal with practical
functionality.
Customers have easy access to each vacuum
station while the boom design keeps hoses
securely off the ground providing better
access to both sides of the vehicle.

WASHWORX EXPRESS CARWASH
Loveland, Colorado

The most recognizable architectural feature of Washworx Express Carwash is the curved roof lines.

WASHWORX EXPRESS CARWASH, which opened in February 2015, became the newest northern Colorado express type
tunnel to brand itself among some the finest car wash facilities in the state. Located in Loveland, WASHWORX features an
array of wash innovations splashed with contemporary customer appeal.
The 113' tunnel showcases much of SONNY'S wash bay equipment networked with the modern flare of ICS controls.
WASHWORX shares its north boundary with Highway 34, termed “Gateway to Rocky Mountain National Park”. This
gateway corridor is the City of Loveland’s primary asset when it comes to making an impression on its visitors. Highway
34 is also the main artery in and out of Loveland representing about 47,000 travelers per day.
With so much branding at stake the City of Loveland adopted a separate “34 Corridor” master plan, which includes
unobstructed continuous views of the mountains for west bound travelers. Specifically, the City of Loveland preserved
the site line of Longs Peak to the left and the usually snow capped peaks of the Mummy Range to the right. This site line
criteria, although not without its challenges ultimately led to the recognizable character that is WASHWORX EXPRESS
CARWASH.
The most recognizable architectural feature of the tunnel is the curved roof lines. This contemporary feature accents
the architectural character of the wash while providing a recognizable impression on visitors. This feature continues
its visual impact throughout the site most
noticeably on the pay station canopy. This large
canopy was custom fabricated to perform both
form and function purposes. The scale of the
structure along with its curved roof line design
compliments the tunnel roof line as well as to
makes a visible impact on the entrance.
Entering the site patrons are directed into one of
three pay station lanes where they are greeted
by an ICS Auto Sentry. At the Pay Station the
customer can select one of five Express Wash
packages, buy gift cards, or purchase a monthly
The curved roof line on the canopy of the pay station was designed
club membership. Club members are accessed
to compliment the tunnel roof line.
quickly by RFID recognition.
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As the customer makes their way into the tunnel
they experience not only a welcoming clear view
through the wash bay but also the soothing
experience of a bright clean tunnel. Once loaded,
the customer receives further instruction with a
modern flare. The customers attention is directed
to a large ICS touch screen for final instruction as
well as recognition of the wash they purchased.
The digital display of this instructional sign is a fresh
spark of innovation new to the car wash industry.
This digital sign is not just an instructional sign for
the customer but a necessary tool for the loader.
Replacing the traditional touch pad controller,
this sign becomes the wash equipment control
Once loaded, the customers attention is directed to a large ICS
interface, stack controls interface, retract interface
touch screen for ﬁnal instruction as well as recognition of the
wash they purchased.
and wash package identification.
The wash process begins as the vehicle passes
through a WASHWORX grand entrance arch. Specialized seasonal chemical applications are applied on this first arch
while LED puck lights flash acknowledging the application is being received.

Series Top Brushes and SONNY'S Big Man WrapAround Washers anchor the friction line up.
The SONNY'S Big Man Wrap-Around Washers
increase the capability to wash tall vehicles while
delivering deep gentle cleaning around windows
and moldings.
For cleaning tires and rims the SONNY'S Bison
Brush reaches deep into wheels loosening
dirt and break dust while cleaning road grime
from tires. Alternating staggered bristle lengths
improve contact time for maximum cleaning
potential of both rim and tire.

Wash packages are distinguished with accent applications which include an entrance foam bath presoak, a high
volume waterfall rinse, a bubble bath flash wax and lastly, a tire dressing application.
WASHWORX has optimized the cleaning
potential of every inch of the wash bay.
The compact nature as well as the build on
diversity of SONNY'S Foundation Frames has
allowed for maximum cleaning and drying
potential in a relatively short amount of space.
The work horse of the tunnel is the 113 foot
SONNY'S Over–Under conveyor. The conveyor
is hydraulic driven and utilizing a simplistic
durable log chain and true track rollers. The
SONNY'S conveyor and approach assembly
accurately aligns the vehicle onto the conveyor
while allowing for safe loading of low profile
Presoak
Grand Entrance Arch
tires, wide rims and all-wheel-drive vehicles.
The conveyor is the only hydraulic driven piece of
equipment in the tunnel, all other motors are electric
drive. This electric drive allows for separate turn on/
turn off function for each piece of equipment.
WASHWORX adopted this model to enable the
ability to build wash packages on the introduction
of new pieces of equipment rather than having all
the equipment run for every wash. In addition to
introducing a new piece of equipment with each
wash package, different product applications are also
introduced to distinguish between the packages.
The friction line up begins soon after the vehicle is
showered with presoak. Two SONNY'S Foundation
Flip Rinse
High Pressure Rinse
Frame Combinations, which include SONNY'S Hush

Bubble Bath Flash Wax

Tire Shine

Three high pressure rinse applications are strategically
placed along the wash line to ensure both a deep
clean of the vehicles surface along with hard to clean
rocker panels and tire/wheel areas. Highlighting the
high pressure applications is the Motor City Axis arch.
Profiling the vehicle along with front and rear flip is a
tremendous rinse advantage for every size of vehicle
and tops the list in high pressure rinse capabilities.
High pressure stands placed shortly after the grand
entrance arch initiate the mechanical forces of the
cleaning process. These stands house ten Hydroflex
Blastec Turbo Nozzles which were specifically designed
to blast away dirt along the rocker panels of the vehicle
SONNY'S Big Man Wrap
SONNY'S Bison Brush
before the vehicle reaches brush friction.
Each high pressure water application is powered by H25 Wanner pumps utilizing roughly one hundred gallons per minute
of reclaimed wash water throughout the wash process. The reclaim system is comprised of a five tank settling process
along with a Purclean reclaim unit, ozone purification and tank aerator.
Although each high pressure application is primarily fed with reclaim water in the event of a catastrophic failure of the
reclaim system each pump is prepared with an independent fresh water redundancy feed.
The medium pressure rinse is another application that takes advantage of the flip ability for a thorough rinse. Delivered
through three independently air actuated manifolds, this flip rinse arch is precisely timed to accommodate spraying out
mirrors while the top is extending to rinse down the rear of a the vehicles.
The water fall rinse takes advantage of
water volume to remove soap remnants in
those traditionally hard to reach pockets
along the vehicles surface. This water fall
rinse capitalizes on it’s water use by utilizing
stored R/O reject water. Together, both these
rinse applications ensures a quality rinse of
the entire vehicle preparing the surface for
rinse aids and protectants to follow. Lastly a
medium pressure spot free rinse application
dresses the surface of the vehicle to finalize
Motor City Axis Arch
SONNY'S Hush Series Top Brush
the rinsing process.

